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THREE KINGDOMS

• End of Han Dynasty (~400 years)

• Eunuchs (administrators) and military struggle for power

• Rebellions in various parts of the empire

• Opportunists seize control

• Old structure collapsing

• Turmoil

• Those who wants to maintain Han: Wei (Cao Cao)

• Those who wanted independence: Wu (Sun Quan)

• Those who wanted a “new” Han: Shu (Liu Bei)



East-West Reflections

• Panta rhei, "everything flows“(Heraclitus)
• "Ever-newer waters flow on those who step into the same rivers.“

• "Everything changes and nothing remains still ... and ... you cannot step twice 
into the same stream“

• Omnia mutantur: everything changes, nothing perishes

• Tempora mutantur, nos et mutamur in illis: "Times change, and we 
change with them“

• Hōjōki : The current of the flowing river does not cease, and yet the 
water is not the same water as before.
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Cao Cao

• Often portrayed as a cruel and merciless tyrant

• Praised as a brilliant ruler and military genius who 
treated his subordinates like his family

• Though ruthless, he had an eye for talent and 
cared for his people

• Prediction: "You would be a capable minister in 
peaceful times and an unscrupulous hero in 
chaotic times.“

• Succeeded by his eldest surviving son Cao Pi

• Failed to re-unite China



Liu Bei

• Loyalty to friends and respect to the talents

• Know where to go and how to achieve

• Have a rightness and impartial attitude

• Be humble to the talented person

• Balance between family and friends

• Transfer authority to the right person

• Have service leadership and righteous character



Liu Bei

• Provide all the resource and trust

• Assign the important job to the right person

• Keep improving our personal ability



Guan Yu and Zhang Fei

• Sworn brothers of Liu Bei

• Guan Yu: Highly skilled swordsman. Almost peerless at his 
peak

• Zhang Fei: A ferocious fighter. High energy and loud

• Guan Yu’s demise due to his arrogance

• Zhang Fei was killed by his own soldiers who could not 
take his abuse



SUN QUAN

• Became the ruler of Eastern Wu when his brother 
was assassinated

• Under the tutelage of able advisors, Sun continued 
to build up his strength along the Yangtze River.

• Allied with Liu Bei to counter Cao Cao. Famous 
battle: Red Cliffs

• Primary strength is in being able to select talented 
administrators and generals to help him rule 
Eastern Wu



Zhuge Liang aka Kong Ming

Supreme military strategist of 
the Shu Kingdom

Skilful; crafty; highly 
intelligent; knowledgeable; 
loyal; devoted 



Famous strategies of Zhuge Liang

• Borrowing Arrows from Your Enemies

• The Empty City Ploy

• Avoid conflicts with weaker states. Always form alliance among weak 
states to counter the strong state.



ZHAO Yun

A military general who served under 
Liu Bei

One of the 5 top generals of Liu Bei

Loyal and dependable

Saved Liu Bei’s son by riding through 
over 800 Cao Cao’s soldiers



Lu Bu and Chen Gong

• Lu Bu: best warrior of Han dynasty. Due to his negligence 
captured by Cao Cao.

• Chen Gong: brilliant military strategist of Lu Bu. Former 
colleague of Cao Cao

• When asked by Cao Cao about what might happen, Chen 
Gong replied – "There is death for me today, and that is 
the end!“

• "Very well for you; but what of your mother and wife and 
children?“ Cao Cao asked



Lu Bu and Chen Gong

Neither hope of life nor fear of death moved him.

How brave was he, a hero indeed!

But his lord heeded not his words,

Wherefore in vain possessed he great talents.

Nevertheless, in that he stood by his master.

To parting with wife and mother,

He merits our pity and profound respect.

Who would resemble Chen Gong

That day he died at the White Gate Tower?



Lu Bu and Chen Gong

• Lu Bu pleading for his life: “Your only trouble, Illustrious Sir, is myself, and I 
am on your side now. You take the lead, I will help you, and together the 
world is at our feet.“

• Round is the hungry tiger, eater of men, for whom is no pity,
Since the blood of his victims is fresh and not yet dry.
Liu Bei spoke no word in favor of Lu Bu,
To whom even a father's life was not sacred.

• Lu Bu whining was not spared,
Railing Zhang Liao far better fared.



Pang Tong & Huang Zhong

• Pang Tong's death during the war between Liu Bei and Liu 
Zhang catalyzed the subsequent invasion and capture of the 
Yi Province (modern day Sichuan and Chongqing)

• Huang Zhong: a military general serving under the warlord Liu 
Bei. An elderly general with youthful vigour and constitution.

• Sacrificed himself during the invasion of Wu by the Shu 
forces.

• Shot by archers. Huang Zhong was brought back to the Shu 
main camp, and died of his wounds.



Xun Yu

• a strategist and statesman who served as an advisor 
to the warlord Cao Cao

• Xun Yu's contributions to Cao Cao's forces and 
administration are immense. Recommended many 
other men of calibre to Cao Cao.

• He opposed the idea for Cao Cao to set up a self-
contained feudal state within the Han Dynasty

• Popular version of his death: Committed suicide 
after receiving an empty gift set from Cao Cao



Key Lessons

• The best strategies and best armies cannot overturn “heaven’s will”

• Cao Cao: Behave like an emperor when you have him as a hostage. 
But never cross the line (know the limits).

• When fighting a competent army, anytime they start fleeing quickly, 
there is an ambush. Do not be fooled. Pursuing them will result in 
defeat.

• Always listen to a dying man's last wishes or advice.

• Never be smarter than your boss. Never let your boss know that you 
can read his mind (even if you can).



Key Lessons

• All generals have their own strength and weakness, and it has little 
relation with their age. Underestimating someone WILL lead to your 
downfall.

• When a force invades your land, attack them as fast as possible 
before they have the chance to rest.

• Commander is the life of a squadron, but supply line is the life of the 
entire force. Protect your supply line at ALL COST.

• Talents come in all forms and may not be what you like them to be 
(appearance or age).
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